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Abstract
There has been a new movement for investment funds to align with investor morals. They are known as Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) funds, and have become a strong focus for asset management firms. Currently these funds have a negative stigma because most investors believe that due to added constraints on these portfolios, they will not be able to outperform non-sustainable portfolios. This is why the sustainable investment portfolios will be created. The portfolios undergo two focuses. The first portfolio employs a negative screening, which means that the portfolio will exclude specific industries that are deemed unsustainable. The other portfolio undergoes a positive screening. This means that there are specific parameters that focus on green initiatives. The purpose of these sustainable portfolios is to show investors that they can have strong returns compared to their benchmarks and still align with their values.
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Introduction

The sustainable investment portfolio undergoes two focuses. The first portfolio undergoes a positive screening. This means that there are specific parameters that focus on green initiatives, but do not exclude any industries or sectors. This will allow the opportunity for fossil fuel companies that can pose negative impacts on the environment, but they will be the least negative impactful companies in their industry. The other portfolio will undergo negative screening. This means that the portfolio will completely exclude specific industries and sectors that are deemed unsustainable.

The desire for this thesis is to see if sustainability can help generate alpha for these portfolios. Alpha measures the portfolio’s return to risk, if alpha is positive this means that the portfolio is earning excess returns for the risk it is taking on. If the portfolio is negative that means the portfolio is taking on too much risk for the returns it is generating. Alpha allows investors to see how a portfolio will perform against the market.

The thesis focuses on companies that are top tier for the sustainability data that Bloomberg supplies. These portfolios will perform against their benchmark on a risk to return spectrum. This process will show investors how they can invest with their values, but also maintain strong returns for their future.

Background

The reason for these sustainable portfolios is that throughout the investment community there has been a movement towards Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) focused funds. These funds are a desire for people to begin to invest in their
values. Areas of interest for ESG funds are LGBT rights, women’s rights, environmental impact, and more. This is important because there has been a shift where investors are beginning to take a real interest in ESG funds. This is especially true with the millennial generation. In a study that is following generational desires, the study shows that 63% of millennials are interested in impact investing, while only 40% of generation X are interested in sustainable companies [12]. The millennial desire is big due to the fact that they will be inheriting $59 trillion, where even a portion of this will be a significant investment for ESG focused funds and companies [11]. The main problem though is that many investors do not want ESG funds in their portfolios because they believe they will not provide strong return. The focus for this thesis will be to create an environmental portfolio to show that investors can still make strong returns throughout their life and that these investments will coincide with their values. This thesis not only has sustainability criteria for companies to buy into, but to also allows for strong returns compared to the risk it takes on.

There has been an increase in CO2 emissions, hazardous materials, energy waste, and other negative impacts that are caused by companies all over the world. Environmentalists have seen negative impacts on the planet through climate change, damaged ecosystems, and other pollutants coming into the planets atmosphere. This has caused for heavy investment in sustainable initiatives throughout the world. The new movement has been brought by the Paris Agreement and is significantly looking to invest into sustainable companies, projects, and initiatives for the future. There are significant pushes by the public sector all over the world, but true momentum will come from the private sector. This means getting the company’s board of directors to take action on their
sustainability practices. If shareholders hold their companies accountable, this will be a large push, but they need to be incentivized. The problem again though comes from how investors will make strong returns for the future. If shareholders, and more importantly the board of directors don’t see the need for it, due to poor returns in their stock price, then there will be no focus or push in the private sector. Even with government regulations put in place, these policies can change constantly from both sides of the spectrum.

The government push allows for publicity and awareness of ESG funds. These funds give investors the ability to see which companies are actually taking an active approach in creating a stable and greener environment compared to their peers. This allows companies to gain a strong stance in their community, causing investors to be more likely to invest in them. There has been a strong trend of investors taking an active approach into investing in companies that have an ESG focus. A strong proponent is coming mainly from the environmental community and the millennial generation. This generation is twice as likely to invest into sustainable companies compared to any other generation [11]. Still this is not just the tech savvy generation, Gen X and Baby Boomers are also taking a more active approach in owning an ESG fund in their portfolio. This allows companies who are taking an active approach in their community and the world to gain the upper hand with new projects and maximize returns. At the end of the day investing green is just good business.

**Project Description**

The reason this project came to be was at the Divesting Conference hosted by George Hanley. Speakers from all over came to talk about sustainable investing. The
conversation on pointed out how environmental investing was one of the most important measures for shareholders to start taking on. There were also talks about corporate social responsibility investing. They were the first movements by investors to take a different approach in their investment practices [4]. This new era of investing focused on companies that were treating their employees well, giving back to the community, and working toward gender/racial equality [4]. As this trend has continued it has gained a new resurgence/focus into sustainability.

Research begins by gathering data on what companies believe meet specific sustainable criteria. This comes from a multitude of areas like understanding how they impact the environment, how much energy consumption they use a year to power their buildings, and being able to see what impacts they have been changing to mitigate their consumption on energy and other resources. These companies will become symbols of what it takes to be a well-established sustainable company that seeks to provide little negative impact to the environment.

Now there are a multitude of sustainable indexes and funds out there. To name a couple there is the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (multiple variations), S&P 500 fossil fuel free index, and the STOXX Global ESG Leaders (multiple variations). While these indexes help to better align investors’ morals and have relatively good returns, they do not fully exclude oil companies [9]. They also have much wider margins on their versions of sustainability. The idea of taking out oil companies comes from the idea of constraints. When you add a constraint, or use a negative screen, it is unlikely to have a stronger return than another portfolio if all other factors are the same for the long term. This is why all of these indexes allow certain companies to be in their portfolio. These indexes
have companies like Exxon Mobile, BP, Chevron, and other companies that many would argue are not sustainable companies [9]. The negative screen portfolio seeks to exclude these companies and have a much smaller selection than these indexes. Other research shows how high emissions compared to low emissions have been outperforming for the last 5 years, but we can see in Figure 1, part of this was due to the ramp up before the 2009 Financial Crisis and the fall of oil. As we see before, the performance of these companies were closely correlated and now as time has moved past 2014 into 2015 the low carbon emissions have had a strong uptrend while the high carbon emissions have started moving toward a downtrend [6]. This shows that certain periods of sustainable companies can outperform their opposites.

Another index is the M&E LatinFinance Sustainability Stars Index. This index focuses on market capitalization and sustainability scores [8]. Still this index is similar to
the research for the sustainable portfolios where it focuses on certain criteria to list what they see as a sustainable company, but it is only focused in Latin America. They focus on a company’s corporate and governance factors, and then rates the companies through their compliance, performance, risk and overall strategy [8]. Overall the company has seen strong performance since inception in 2009 [8].

The ESG world will continue to grow as time goes on. Figure 2 shows the time period of 2006 to 2015 of the number of asset management firms signing the U.N. Principles for Responsible Investments [13]. Together these asset management firms have over $60 trillion in assets under management. As time progresses, they will continue to see growth due to the millennial generation desire to invest with their morals.

[Figure 2]

Model

The sustainable portfolios screen the above average companies on sustainable criteria. This research is based off the data from the Bloomberg terminal. It has an equity
screener that uses specific criteria to screen through each company. Bloomberg has data on every publicly owned company and has gathered data on their environmental factors. Through this criterion there are four areas that are big topics in the environmental community: waste, water usage, CO2 emissions, and energy usage. Bloomberg provided 10 parameters to hit on each of these topics. The sectors that are excluded were oil & gas and forestry & paper. The reason for this is that most of these companies that fit under these industries have high negative impacts on the environment.

Once the criteria were set, the screening process commenced. One of the companies was Johnson & Johnson; it became a base for the parameters used for this criteria [2]. Other research came from scholarly articles, one based on CO2 emissions from the University of Cambridge. This college tested their CO2 emissions and based it on Scopes 1, 2, and 3 [1]. This shows their emissions and how much is being generated.

The Russell 3000 is the index used for the Bloomberg screening process. This index is comprised of companies that are from the U.S. The purpose of this screen is to gather data from the 2011 and 2012 period. Then compile all of the companies’ data and look for the above average companies. This is how the equity screen is able to see if these companies would be sustainable or not. If they met the criteria specified in Figure 3, they were considered green companies.

[Figure 3]
(Bloomberg Equity Screen Criteria)

The final numbers that come from the 2011 to 2012 period are: Scope 1 – 5994.93 metric tons, Scope 2 – 1172 metric tons, Scope 3 – 6934.55 metric tons, Total Waste – 8673.51 tonnes, Hazardous Waste – 55.23 tonnes, Total Water Use – 343392, Total Energy Consumption – 182505, Waste Reduction Policy – Yes, and ESG Disclosure Score – 16.59. These parameters are set to be less than the following numbers. For example, the companies that produce fewer emissions are more sustainable than a company that uses more emissions than the rest. The negative screen sustainable portfolio also excluded the following sectors: oil & gas, and forestry & paper. If any companies are above these numbers or are in these sectors, they are immediately taken out of the pool that has been created. Once the quantitative parameters have been set in place, a qualitative measurement will be done to make sure all companies are working to maintain their sustainable requirements.

Once the measurements have been completed and the portfolio is set, the portfolio than back tests these companies with rolling periods. The back test is for 4 years and gathers data monthly. There will be 50 data points to use as measurements for the portfolios risk statistics and returns, which will then be compared to their benchmark the S&P 500.

If there are enough periods, it will show that sustainable companies can outperform non-sustainable companies. If this does not happen, the next step will be to capture the risk measurements for both portfolios and see how much more risk it takes to allow this to happen. The other possibility is to widen the portfolios’ criteria on the sustainable measurements to allow more companies into the pool. This will give an
accurate description of what happens when investing into sustainable companies and how shareholders can achieve positive returns while also preserving the planet.

**Parameters**

The portfolios focus on specific parameters that meet the desires of the environmental community. First is the need to see companies with little CO2 emissions being emitted into the atmosphere. The negative impact is overly worrisome since it has spiked difficult weather patterns like hurricanes, tsunamis, and tornados. The parameters for this topic focus on three aspects of CO2 emissions. They are Scopes 1, 2, and 3.

Scope 1 is the direct Greenhouse gas emissions of a company [10]. GHG focuses on specific gases that contribute to trapping heat in the atmosphere. These gases include: carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, and nitrous oxide. Compared to the other scopes, Scope 1 focuses on the direct emissions that come from the company. This field does not only include CO2, it also captures other GHG emissions and its CO2 equivalents. What they look for when they report this information on direct emissions is that from the companies standpoint, how they use furnaces, vehicle output, boilers, and more [10].

Scope 2, unlike Scope 1, uses indirect GHG emissions that affect the planet. It looks at the emissions that are a consequence of the activity that the company does. The indirect emissions are purchased electricity, steam, and/or heating and cooling [10]. If these are CO2 only it will not occur. This is important because the portfolios can judge certain energy and industrial companies on how their boilers and machinery affects the planet, but cannot judge how a technology or consumer staples company would affect the planet through emissions. This allows these companies to be on a more equal plain field and not subject to one being over the other.
Scope 3 captures GHG emissions using indirect impacts. Unlike Scope 2, it focuses on extraction and production of purchased materials and fuels [10]. A good way to think about it is when a truck is delivering your goods from another company, but you do not own them. Again Scope 3 does not report CO2 emissions only; it looks for generic GHG emissions or CO2 equivalents.

Waste is having a negative impact on ecosystems. Chemicals are being put into our water systems, the use of plastics and other materials that aren’t being recycled and other inefficiencies that are happening in the workplace. This form of pollution is having adverse affects on our livelihoods. This is why the sustainable portfolios search for companies that take into account how much waste they expose to the world. While making sure they continue to take active initiatives to reduce their waste. The parameter is known as total waste, the data that it procures focuses on companies that discard both hazardous and non-hazardous materials. The hope is to see these companies use less waste as time goes on.

Companies use a lot of water to cool their systems. Bloomberg provides data on total water usage. It displays the sum of all water that is being taken through from a company’s operational process. The other parameter is known as water reduction, this allows companies to show that they are taking proactive steps in reducing their water intake each year.

Another key impact for companies is their use of energy. Of course some companies that are larger are going to need more energy. This is something that may come as a limitation in the portfolio later on. This parameter looks into the energy that is
being directly consumed, like from vehicles, boilers, and plants. This allows the portfolios to see what companies are using less energy compared to others.

The final factor is the ESG disclosure score. Sustainability is important, but there are arguably other ways to be sustainable. The desire is for companies to take active approaches in their community. The ESG disclosure score take the information from each company. If there is no ESG data at all, then the company receives an N/A. If the company does have data it will receive points. If it has few data points the company will score a 0.1, where the maximum amount can be 100. Each data point is weighted by importance; for instance greenhouse gas emissions carries a lot of weight, but there are other factors that don’t. The ESG disclosure score evaluates in terms of the data that is relevant to its industry [10].

**Portfolio Composition**

Overall the two portfolios were relatively similar. In figure 4, the positive screen portfolio saw overweight in Healthcare in the 4-year period. This is compared to the S&P [Figure 4]

![Positive Screen Portfolio’s Allocation]
500; the parameters had some selection bias since the portfolio focuses on companies that have low CO2 emissions, Waste, and water usage. Since there are many industrial and oil companies that typically will output more CO2 emissions and other harmful factors than most other sectors. This creates a selection bias for these sectors; it is likely the reason for a sector like healthcare that already wouldn’t have the problem of high CO2 emissions to be able to have so many companies coming into the portfolio.

In Figure 4, the positive screen portfolio also has strong underweighting in Consumer Discretionary. This is an interesting development, but there can be a few reasons for this. When breaking down some of the research, there are 3000 companies in the Russell 3000; only 400 companies actually had data that was in the index. Likely since most Consumer Discretionary companies typically aren’t under a lot of scrutiny during this time for sustainable data they won’t go and report it for Bloomberg’s database.

In Figure 5, the positive screen portfolio outperformed due to its selection for its companies. The outperformance also comes from their allocation. The energy sector had a strong outperformance due to the portfolio’s underweight in this sector. The reason why energy performed poorly in this time period was due to the oil crash in 2015. This is not a typical event, but since the portfolio was heavily underweighted in this sector it saw a strong outperformance from its benchmark. On the selection side the desire is that since the study is looking for companies that are sustainable, and part of sustainability is being efficient because they are using less waste to reduce their costs. This is extremely important in the long-term and shows that these companies are growing at a faster rate
than their competitors. Still it must be noted that this could be selection bias, and these companies during this time period are strong, but could be different in other time periods.

The negative screen portfolio as we can expect had similar allocations. In Figure 6, there is no weight in the Energy sector since the portfolio omits all oil & gas companies. The reason for this is that oil & gas companies are typically the most

![Positive Screen Portfolio’s Attribution](image1)

![Negative Screen Portfolio’s Allocation](image2)
harmful to the environment and have taken on a lot of negative publicity from
government entities and other movements.

Overall the negative screen portfolio for its time period had strong returns in its allocation and its selection. In Figure 7, the portfolio’s zero weight in the energy sector allowed for its strong outperformance in this sector. Again this is mainly due to other oil & gas industry collapsing in 2015. Still the main driver in performance comes from selection part for the negative screen portfolio in this time period.

![Negative Screen Portfolio Attribution](image)

**Portfolio Analysis**

The analysis gathered shows that the positive screen portfolio for the 4-year period, rebalanced quarterly, does outperform the S&P 500. During this period the daily performance data shows how often the positive screen outperformed. In Figure 8, there are 1826 daily observations; the positive screen outperformed 1261 times. Showing strong consistency in performance for the portfolio.
In Figure 9, there was an underperformance in the 2012 period compared to the S&P 500.

There are some drawbacks due to this portfolio. Overall the portfolio outperformed in large part, but in Figure 10 the risk measurements in the 3-year period have significant upswings in the risk that is taken. The Standard Deviation is typically higher than the S&P 500. This means that the positive screen portfolio is taking on more risk compared to the benchmark. The Sharpe Ratio is typically higher due to the fact that we see strong performance by the portfolio on a risk-adjusted basis.
The question will be for investors is how much risk are they willing to take overall since some investors can’t handle the volatility that is set in place when the portfolio does underperform. In the period of 2012 and part of 2013 the portfolio did underperform its benchmark, at one point it was close to 10%. Overall the portfolio only lost around 5% in returns for the entire portfolio.

The negative screen portfolio also saw similar results for the 4-year period even though it had the constraint of excluding all oil & gas and forestry & paper companies. Overall there was an outperformance for the 4-year period, but again ran into the same scenario where the portfolio underperformed the S&P 500 in 2012 and some of 2013. The underperformance at one point reached close to 10%, but as time moved on there is a strong outperformance.

In Figure 12, the period analysis shows that overall the portfolio outperformed the S&P 500 1269 times out of the 1826. The negative screen portfolio still runs into the...
same risk scenario. In Figure 13, the Standard Deviation is typically higher than the benchmark. The Sharpe ratio was also higher though, which shows the strong performance for the overall portfolio due to the risk adjusted basis it takes on. Again the portfolio is taking more risk for its return. This likely is coming from fewer companies in the portfolio especially in the first quarter where there were 19 companies in the entire
portfolio. The first year the portfolio had only 22 companies on average, which overall hurts for diversification purposes.

Overall the portfolio again had strong performance in the long-term compared to its benchmark. In Figure 14, the 2012 period the portfolio underperformed around 10% compared to its benchmark. This underperformance would be deeply worrisome for investors in the first year. Overall though in the long term basis this portfolio held strong returns for its investors.

[Figure 14]

Limitations

These portfolios overall came with interesting results. The companies are some of the most sustainable companies in many different aspects. This criteria did bring some challenges, these parameters overall gave the sustainable portfolios few companies to use. Typically a well-diversified portfolio has between 20 to 50 companies, but in many cases in how investment firms develop their portfolios they range from 40 to 200. The sustainable portfolios ranged from 20 to 40 companies in the 2012 to 2017 time period. There are a few reasons for this. First the portfolio only had around 4 years of data due to
the fact that most companies do not fit the sustainable criteria. Going back one more year did not allow for an accurate depiction of a portfolio because it would only have between 12 to 18 companies. This was considered too small of a pool of companies for the sustainable portfolios. Due to this limited time range there are a few factors to account for.

The sustainable portfolios creates a possible selection bias due to the fact that most of these companies are going to be large capitalization companies and have the money and precision to record this data for the information. This makes smaller market capitalization companies unable to be in the process. The portfolios were screened through the Russell 3000 and had around 400 companies with the specified criteria. This creates a bias since most companies don’t have the capital or ability to report sustainability reporting and since the U.S. government does not have a law to report for these specific parameters it makes it difficult for the companies to be incentivized. This overall skews some of the results on the companies that are being chosen and takes away some of the creditability from the attribution report.

The other limitation is due to the time period where this back test for the sustainable portfolios was done. The time period first comes after the 2008 - 2009 Financial Recession. During this time period we have seen strong growth in the U.S. economy and all time record highs. There were no large downturns from these portfolios. If you look at the attribution report, during this time period it had a significant fall in the oil & gas industry due to oversupply from OPEC. This pushed oil prices from $100 a barrel all the way down to $28. This creates a new perspective since the crash of oil gave the positive screen portfolio gained over 6% return and the negative screen portfolio
gained over 9% on returns compared to the S&P 500. Due to the small time period this takes away from some of the outperformance for the sustainable portfolios.

**Final Results**

Overall the thesis shows that the sustainable portfolios are able to outperform their benchmarks. Through the analysis of the 50 data points for rolling periods the positive screen portfolio on average outperformed the S&P 500. Still the standard deviation is higher compared to the benchmark, signaling that it is taking on more risk in the positive screen portfolio. It also has a higher beta, which means the portfolios volatility will be higher. Still the sharpe ratio is higher which means it will be gaining more return for its risk. At the end though the positive screen portfolio was able to outperform its benchmark and generate alpha. The portfolio’s Jenson Alpha was 2.89; this is signaling that the portfolio has an above average return for the risk that it is taking on. This shows that the portfolio is taking on a healthy amount of risk for the returns that it is generating.

The negative screen portfolio has similar results to its benchmark. Overall strong returns compared to its benchmark but higher risk. It has a higher beta from its benchmark, but it is lower compared to the positive screen portfolio. This is interesting
since the negative screen portfolio excludes industries, which hurts diversification. Still it was able to get rid of a cyclical sector, this is especially important due to the oil crash in 2015. The last metric to highlight is the Jensen Alpha, which was a 3.32. This means that the negative screen portfolio is earning 3.32 of excess returns to the S&P 500 and performed better to the positive screen portfolio as well.

This overall analysis of the sustainable portfolios allows investors to see that they can get strong returns and have an investment that is consistent with their morals. As time continues on more data is coming out for sustainable criteria and there will be more companies to enter the portfolios, which will allow for greater diversification. These portfolios will be able to show that companies that are working to become more efficient will do better in the long run.
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